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After successfully launching Scattergood & Taylor at Islington's Design Centre last year. British
designers Sarah Scattergood & Anne Taylor have been busy working on the brand new spring 2018

collection which they launched at the Country Living Spring Fair at Alexandra palace earlier this year.

Scattergood and Taylor is a brand driven by the desire to create simple stylish and sustainable aprons
and smocks using natural fabrics, each one handmade in the UK they are the perfect garment for
makers and creators. Run by two British textile designers both with a passion for simple lines and

classic shapes.

“ We make real clothes for real people. We don't believe in the throw away fashion culture, we believe
in investing in a garment that is durable and will live with you as a second skin, much like a pair of

jeans, our smocks, aprons & outerwear can be dressed up and down, they cross over seasons and as
every smock is handmade using the highest quality material they are extremely comfortable and mould

to your body over time.” 

Sarah and Anne have been working with fabrics and textiles for years. Sarah studied textiles at the
Royal Collage of art and worked as a textile designer for many years. Anne began making clothes in

her teens and developed her passion into her own successful costume business, which she ran for over
a decade. The two met in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean on a freelance job designing costumes for a

show that was to be put on a cruise ship. Both a little disillusioned with the quality of fabrics and
sustainability used in much of todays “fast fashion” culture they decided to start their own unique brand,

making simple yet stylish clothing using lovely good quality breathable fabrics.

Facebook: @scattergoodtaylor

Instagram: @scattergoodtaylor

Twitter: @scattertaylor
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